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The Greenfield Mill “Palm Paper Lynn PM7” has a production capacity of 400,000 tonnes of news print paper 
per year. Lynn PM7 has been following a very ambitious start up curve since commissioning in 2009. 

The initial focus after commissioning the paper machine was to increase the availability and efficient use of 
raw materials, followed by an expansion of the product portfolio. 

Energy saving projects came to the fore as part of the implementation of an energy management system in 
2013 and the recent development within the energy sector. 

The consistent implementation of energy saving projects had the result that the energy consumption of the 
entire paper mill has been be reduced by 12% within the last 3 years. 

The paper machine, with its auxiliary units, is the largest energy consumer with over 60% of the total energy 
consumption. 16% of this is used for the generation of vacuum. 

One RT blower and two RC blowers from MAN were installed to generate vacuum as part of the Lynn PM7 
project. It quickly became clear that an over capacity of vacuum generators had been installed. This resulted 
in an unproblematic disconnection of the RT blower. 

Subsequently the question arose whether the operation of the two RC blowers could be optimised with the 
use of a suitable frequency converter. 

An initial investigation indicated that the system is operated at a capacity utilisation of 42% to 96% depending 
on the vacuum consumer and paper grade. Therefore, there should be a potential to save energy by 
operating the RC blower speed controlled. 

Initial discussions with the manufacturers of frequency converters made it clear that this is something which 
has never been realised on this scale before. In theory it should be possible to operate a RC-Blower frequency 
controlled. 

Further investigation indicated a theoretical saving of electrical energy of 9 – 11% may be achiveable. This was 
enough incentive to realise this project. 

The following presentation will display the various stages of the project and the technology used. First 
experiences with the speed controlled blower will be presented.


